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Motivation: On-Wafer Standards and
Measurements for Wireless Communications
On-Wafer Metrology is necessary in order to move toward
connector-less evaluation of components
Potential for very high throughput
§ Lots of devices
§ Get measurements into the hands of people who want/need them
§ Tight tolerances enable statistical approach to verification

Inherently flexible platform
§ Allow for continuous updates to device architectures
§ Separate updates in measurement approaches

Integration with other chip-scale measurements
§ Multiple traceability paths
§ Lower uncertainty?
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Example: NIST power calibrations
Primary measurement
• Measure effective efficiency of bolometric
sensor in microcalorimeter
Secondary measurement
• Direct comparison
• Transfer calibration to a second power
sensor

No equivalent capability exists for on-chip power!
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On-wafer power and S-parameter calibration
On-wafer calibration kit

On-wafer measurement
Vector
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There are no integrated connectors
Measurements can be easily automated
Chips can be mass-produced and disseminated
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Goals for on-wafer power measurement
Primary goals
1. On-wafer SI-traceable power measurements with
uncertainty lower than coaxial power sensors (<3%).
2. Total power calibration time that is small compared the
stability of a VNA S-parameter calibration (<30 min).

Secondary goals
1.
2.
3.
4.

Directly calibrate VNA power (-20 dBm).
Broadband operation (DC to 110 GHz).
Dissemination of on-wafer power standards and methods.
Integration of on-chip power sensors into coaxial and
waveguide packages.
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Simple on-chip bolometer power sensor
Reference plane
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sensitive
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+
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Probe

Key benefits:

100 µm

• Very broadband (DC to > 100 GHz)
• Effective efficiency potentially close to 1
• Small thermal time constant (𝜏 ~10 ms)
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Master DC-power-substitution curve
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To lowest order, the resistance change is the same for
dissipated RF or DC power
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Comparison of coaxial and on-wafer power
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There is qualitative agreement, but we need uncertainties!
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Scattering Parameters, Uncertainty, and
Dissemination
§ Optimization of number and type of
calibration elements
§ Development of the Microwave Uncertainty
Framework enables rigorous uncertainty
propagation
§ Integration of power, phase references will
enable wave-parameter measurements
§ Development of chip-based artifacts has the
potential to change dissemination strategies
§ Exploit web-based platforms for sharing/updating
algorithms, analysis procedures
§ Chips go to customers, data comes back!

§ Manufacturability of chips and automated
measurement approaches means more data
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Nonlinear Measurements – EOS Probe
• Enable On-Chip Measurements for
highly non-linear digital and analog
switching circuits

CTL Electro-optic sampling probe

• Frequency of operation at 100
GHz or greater
• Nano-scale dimensions
• Cryogenic to room temperature
• Complete description of electrical
circuit behavior
• As a function of different signal types
• As a function of signal amplitude
• As a function of embedding
impedances at all frequencies where
appreciable energy is excited

Coax launch for
Fundamental tone

InP IC

Non-Contact Probe Measurements
§ At frequencies above 50 GHz, wireless
probing is an attractive alternative to
contact-based probing, for scatteringparameter measurements of on-chip
devices
§ Replace probe with integrated antenna - eliminates
issues related to non-repeatability of contacts
§ Enables automated measurements
§ Allows integration with other measurement
modalities
§ Reduce expenses for contact-based probes

§ CRADA with TeraProbes, Inc. to evaluate
quasi-optical probe station, with Mitch
Wallis (NIST PML)
§ Plan direct detailed comparisons between
non-contact and contact-based wafer
probing, in order to evaluate relevant
uncertainties
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Cryogenic On-Wafer Measurements
§ Calibrated, on-chip measurements at
temperatures below room temperature
allow us to explore physics of unique
devices, material systems
§ Cryogenic temperatures can allow for
high-accuracy metrology, provided
calibrations are understood

RLOFF et al.: COMPACT VARIABLE-TEMPERATURE BROADBAND SERIES-RESISTOR CALIBRATION
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§ Can allow connections to JosephsonJunction-based waveform synthesis and
Johnson noise thermometry
N. D. Orloff et al., “A Compact Variable-Temperature
Broadband Series-Resistor Calibration,” Microwave
Theory and Techniques, IEEE Transactions on, vol. 59,
no. 1, pp. 188–195, 2011.

g. 7. Temperature dependence of

lumped-element circuit parameter of
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On-Wafer Measurements of Integrated Magnetic
Devices
§ Cryogenic probe station with integrated
electromagnet provides in-plane fields
up to ~ 0.68T
§ Use on-wafer, flip-chip approaches to
characterize ferrite and magneto-electric
materials and devices
§ Relate measurements to magnetic
permeability and dynamics using a
variety of simulation techniques
§ Applications in the development of
integrated magnetic components,
including non-reciprocal devices
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On-Wafer Thermal Measurements
§ Lock-in Thermography and/or Thermal
Reflectance Imaging can exploit
chopped rf/microwave source to achieve
um and uK resolution for temperature in
on-chip environments
§ Critical for verifying results of thermal modeling for
development of next-generation CAD tools
§ Could couple temperature and power measurements

§ Can spatially locate sources of loss in
microwave ICs with very good spatial
and temporal (<1 ns) resolution

https://www.microsanj.com/thermoreflectance/
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On-Wafer Electro-Mechanical Effects
§ For mobile applications, low power
consumption demands passive filters;
large numbers of bands require high
selectivity – Acoustic technologies
preferred
§ Coupled mechanical-electrical-thermal
domains make acoustic filter metrology
extremely challenging
§ Rocas, E.; Collado, C.; Mateu, J.; Orloff, N. D.;
Aigner, R. & Booth, J. C., “Electro-ThermoMechanical Model for Bulk Acoustic Wave
Resonators,” IEEE Transactions On Ultrasonics
Ferroelectrics And Frequency Control, 60, 2389ROCAS ET
AL.: ELECTRO-THERMO-MECHANICAL MODEL FOR BULK ACOUSTIC WAVE RESONATORS
2403
(2013).
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§ High-frequency (>20 GHz!) on-chip
displacement measurements are possible
using laser interferometry (Jason Gorman)
§ Can be used for determining origins of loss
mechanisms in BAW and SAW devices
§ Also RF MEMS appications!
Fig. 11. Measurements and simulations of the low-frequency third-order
intermodulation distortion response for a tone spacing of ∆f = f2 − f1 =
1 MHz. For this tone spacing, the IMD3 is dominated by intrinsic nonlinearities. Dashed lines with rectangles and circles represent measurements

Fig. 12. Measurements and simulations of the low-frequency third-order
intermodulation distortion response for a tone spacing ranging from
300 Hz to 1 MHz. The central frequency is kept constant at f0 = f1 +
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charge compensation layer predistorts the built-in electric field in order to achieve a flat electric field
current densities. In addition, a cliff layer is used to enhance the electric field in the depleted portion of
layer in order to assist electron transport at the heterojunction interface at high photocurrent. The built-in
the graded doped absorption layer assists diffusion of the photogenerated electrons, which further
bandwidth. The MUTC PD with charge-compensation and cliff layer has mitigated the space-charge effe
that thermal failure has become a primary limiting factor at high power levels. To improve thermal di
illuminated MUTC photodiode chips were flip-chip bonded to a ceramic submount with high thermal co
photodetector epitaxial stackup and a flip-chip bonded device are shown in Figure 1.

Optical Generation of Microwave Signals
§ Investigate use of
photodiodes for microwave
signal generation at
frequencies up to 100 GHz

DOI: 10.1038/NPHOTON.2011.121

Figure 1. (a) Cross-section description of back-illuminated MUTC photodiode, including coplanar waveguide (CP
line (ground-signal-ground,
GSG) on ceramic submount and epitaxial layer stack-up.
(b)0 Microscope im
5 × 10
−80
photodetector device flip-chip bonded to ceramic submount, with a white dashed line to give cross-section refe
white line to indicate footprint.
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5 × 10−2 InP substrat
Freedom Photonics’−100
MUTC photodiodes were
fabricated
on afs3”
diameter semi-insulating
timing
jitter 0.76
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advanced fabrication process portfolio, and following the fabrication process reported for the MUTC7. Ph
regions were designed using four different diameters,
spanning from
μm to 34 μm, in order to quantify
(e) Predicted
phase16noise
5 × 10−4 were patt
−120
maximum RF output
and RF bandwidth. The p- and n-mesa structures of the photodiode
inductively coupled plasma (ICP) dry etch. The p- and n-contacts to the photodiode were made using a
electron-beam metal deposition process. A low-stress dielectric was used for passivation −6
of the mesa stru
5 × 10
−140 due to(d)
to reduce leakage current
defects and surface recombination.
Timing noise (fs2 Hz−1)

§ Investigate noise
processes as a function of
temperature, laser power,
…

NATURE PHOTONICS

Phase noise L(f) (dBc Hz−1)

§ Can enable optics-based
sources with very low
phase noise

Amplifiersstatistics are given from wafer level measurements, for photodiod
In Figure 2, dark current summary
diameters of 16, 20,−160
28, and(c)
34 Shot
μm. From
the data, a mean dark current of 79.1 nA,5164.4
× 10−8nA, 429.8 nA
noise
were measured a bias voltage of -5V, for diameters of 16, 20, 28, and 34 μm, respectively. The moderate
(b) Optical
current values are primarily attributed to the quality
of the phase
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current increases for−180
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Figure 3 | Phase-noise spectrum of the photonically generated 10 GHz
microwaves and contributing noise sources. a,b, Measured phase noise for
a single photonic oscillator (curve a, red) and a single optical reference 16

Integration with Finite Element and Multiphysics
Simulations
§ Allow determination of detailed
Electric and Magnetic field
distributions in planar structures
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the previous
equation, is the thermal conducti
microchannel
sity, is the specific heat, and is the frequen
ground ature oscillations
signal
. ground
This translates into
ated temperature distributions at higher frequen
maximum values. Fig. 7 shows the oscillating
file at the surface of the cross section of the cop
for different envelope frequencies, obtained by
lations.
Simulations reveal that the temperature rise
ductor can be considered totally independen
pation in the ground planes, for this specific
the envelope frequency increases. This allow
tion of the model by considering only the cen
the thermal domain. With the equations in Se
parison between the contributions levels to the
modulation distortion, confirm the negligible c
the ground planes.
Fig. 7 also reveals that above a certain enve
Fig. 5. Steady-state temperature rise profile on the cross section of the coplanar
uniform temperature distribution in the center c
waveguide.
is the main contribution to self-heating nonli
TABLE I
longer be considered. The impact that the freq
MATERIAL PROPERTIES USED IN THE FINITE-ELEMENT SIMULATIONS
temperature profile has on the distributed r
bedded in the frequency-dependent thermal im
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rise at each frequency. In other words, the cha
the distributed resistance by the existing tem
is the same as the change produced by a u
temperature.
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The results are shown in Fig. 9, where we can

§ Link to Rydberg atom-based E-field
measurements

§ Enable determination of intrinsic
material properties (µ,𝜖,σ) from
measured circuit parameters

§ Link to materials science efforts in
material design development
(Materials Genome Initiative)
§ Determine temperature distributions
due to microwave losses

§ Development of HPC approaches
to EM simulations using newly
installed computer cluster

Quartz substrate

biological samples, we measured saline, as the pure ionic
response makes it effective for benchmarking our EDL model.
Our analysis begins by isolating the intrinsic response of the
fluid at higher frequencies, where EDL effects can be ignored.
The ability to measure up to 110 GHz is critical in this regard.
The fluid admittance data is fit with a Cole-Cole function

low electrical conductivity and isotropic dielect
Metallization was done by electron beam evapo
nm)\ Au (500 nm)). Microfluidics free CPWs were
have a nominal characteristic impedance of ~5
µm-wide center conductors, 5 µm-wide gaps (W

Integration with Other On-Chip Technologies
§ Exploit microfludicis to develop
broadband electromagnetic
measurements of fluid properties
§
§
§
§

Microwave and flow chemistry
EM flow cytometry
Nanoparticles and nanofluids
Biomolecules, proteins, DNA

§ Focus on a number of different
measurement modalities, integration
with optical techniques

Broadband permittivity measurements
Fluid permeability and on-chip ESR
Fig.1 Device design and measurement setup. (a) Image of devices during measurement. Left and right probes are indicated. (b) Top-view diagram o
Shown below are cross-section diagrams of each section of the microfluidic devices. (c) Microscope image of microfluidic channels with ar
Flow, viscosity
direction of fluid flow. Both the channels in SU-8 (bottom-layer), and channels in PDMS (top-layer) can bee seen.
Narrowband electromagnetic devices
Electronic measurements of thermal fluid
properties
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 20xx
J. Name., 20
§ Electronic flow and pressure measurements
§ Microfluidic acoustic wave devices for density,
Please do not adjust margins
speed of sound
§ Microwave microreactors
§
§
§
§
§
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Challenges and Opportunities
Challenges – On-Wafer environment more complicated
§ Fundamental concepts – Impedance, wave parameters, nonlinearity, …
§ Measurement de-embedding, accuracy, and uncertainty propagation
§ Probe techniques and development; probing under wide range of
experimental conditions
§ Quantitative comparisons with FEM and Multiphysics simulations
§ Integration with other wafer-level measurements,imaging, and
scanned-probe measurements
§ Integration with other on-wafer measurement modalities

Opportunities
§ Measurements and standards for advanced communications
§ Enabling first pass IC design success
§ Measurements for next generation computing (National Strategic
Computing Initiative)
§ Application of EM techniques in other disciplines (Physics, Materials
Science, Biology, Chemistry, Mechanical Engineering, Fluid Dynamics)
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